With MEDIS+, T-Systems provides a sophisticated and proven system for structured communication between any type of IT systems

- Automated B2B processes for business-critical data
- A highly available platform for worldwide data exchange and integration of data is, for example, provided in the automotive industry – between the manufacturers, their suppliers and other partners
- Through seamless global communication, the manufacturing and delivery processes can be perfectly integrated worldwide
- The client and provider capability of MEDIS+ ensures a broad range of data transformations and communication protocols
- For security and availability reasons, the platform is distributed among several data centers. Quality features include high availability of 99.98 % and 24/7 support
- No high pre-investments are necessary (hardware, software, management) due to a fully managed service
- Clearly defined responsibility through dedicated contact persons

**MEDIS+**
Enterprise Data Integration Service – end-to-end transport and integration of critical production data

**HIGH FLEXIBILITY AND EXTREME RELIABILITY**
**MAKE PRODUCTION PROCESSES EFFICIENT**
**MEDIS+**

**TRENDS & DRIVERS**

Efficiency enhancement
- MEDIS+ enables customers to handle their electronic data exchange around the world, 24/7, with maximum availability and security.

**CUSTOMER NEEDS**

Worldwide EDI services
- On a central High Availability Disaster Recovery (HA/DR) capable platform, EDI services for Mercedes-Benz Group AG are made available worldwide.

Availability
- 99.98 %
- Data processed just in time (JIT) or just in sequence (JIS) with trusted partners

Cost allocation
- Cause- and usage-based billing

High capability of daily transactions, involved IT systems and business partners

**SOLUTION & USP**

- Intelligent core system (Clearing Center + Seeburger BIS) with peripheral gateways
- High data throughput and easy configurability
- Standard data types and mappings enable transparent and consistent mapping of business logic
- Software and platform are highly available through the certified high-security data centers from T-Systems
- Experienced consultants and supervisors provide reliable alignment support for business, manufacturing or logistics processes
- Up to 1,300,000 transactions/day in over 60 plants with more than 55 connected SAP systems
- End-to-End integration of 18,000 trusted business partners and 8,000 processes

**OPEN AND RELIABLE SERVICE CONCEPT FOR SAFE PRODUCTION.**

**CUSTOMER VALUE**

- **Highest availability** worldwide through the use of a central platform
- **Cost savings** of up to 30% are possible through technical and organizational synergies
- **User friendliness and transparency** through CC Monitoring which provides a wide range of evaluations and information
- **Sustainability** Multi-client capable system, parameterized structure, scalable
- **Usage-based billing** based on the processed volume and the number of business logics
- **Support quality** Worldwide 24/7